AT&T Fleet Center

It’s More Than Just Fleet Tracking. It’s a Business Tool.

Designed for reliability and ease-of-use, AT&T Fleet Center is a complete vehicle tracking and fleet management solution. It is a cloud-based solution gives you the information you need to help decrease your overhead costs and maximize your revenue.

Easily find and view the location of a single vehicle or your entire fleet. Immediately see their status – are they moving, idling or stopped? Track all activity including starts, stops and duration of stops. Quickly find addresses and dispatch the closest vehicles with optimized routes. Lower your fuel costs and boost the productivity of your employees in the field. AT&T Fleet Center helps you locate your vehicles and gives you visibility into the routes they’ve driven and the stops they’ve made. Once the state-of-the-art GPS devices are installed, just log into the intuitive web-based portal. It’s amazingly easy to use.

For more information contact an AT&T Representative or visit www.att.com/fleetcenter.

Potential Benefits

• Get control and visibility of your fleet
• Increase revenue while decreasing labor costs
• Reduce vehicle mileage and fuel costs
• Enhance workforce and vehicle utilization
• Improve customer service
• Manage safety and compliance

Features

• Google® maps with 30 second refresh
• 40+ reports and 30+ real-time alerts
• Garmin® integrated dispatching and scheduling
• Highly sensitive and reliable GPS device with easy installation
• Cloud based solution with access available from from internet connected PC, tablet or smartphone

Important Information

Available only to customers with a qualified AT&T business or government agreement (“Business Agreement”). May not be available for purchase in all sales channels or in all areas. Eligible AT&T data plan and specific GPS receiver required. Certain AT&T data plans are not eligible. Usage/Billing: Measured data usage incurred in connection with AT&T Fleet Center will be charged as specified in your associated data plan. Solution includes wireless service from AT&T and location services provided by Fleetcor, Inc. ("Fleetcor"). Coverage: Most Fleetcor location features require GPS reception and a wireless data network connection. Fleetcor’s location services operate in the United States, Alaska, and Canada; however, environmental or other factors may also limit GPS location information. Wireless data coverage is not available in all areas. AT&T coverage maps available at att.com/business/datacoverage. Wireless data coverage is subject to transmission limitations and terrain, system, capacity and other limitations. Availability, security, speed, timeliness, accuracy and reliability of service are not guaranteed by AT&T. When outside a coverage area, access will be limited to information previously downloaded to or resident on the device. Additional hardware, software, subscription, credit or debit card, Internet access from your compatible PC and/or special network connection may be required. Using AT&T Fleet Center allows the GPS hardware to be located by Fleetcor for purposes of providing its location services. Additional Terms: Additional charges and other restrictions apply. AT&T Fleet Center is subject to the Business Agreement, applicable rate plan brochure(s) and coverage maps, and the terms and conditions found at http://www.att.com/fleetcenter. See applicable materials for details. AT&T’s privacy policy may be viewed at www.att.com/privacy. Offer subject to change.
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